
When you have to be right

Legislations
Legislations - Contain over 1,700,000 laws and regulations 
issued by the central government and 31 provinces, cities 
and autonomous regions of China since 1949. Detailed 
classification including subjects, industries, effect level, 
jurisdiction, promulgation date, validity status and 
promulgation authorities, proofread by a professional 
team to ensure accuracy of information.

Treaties - Record more than 5,400 international treaty 
documents signed between China and other countries. 
They can be filtered according to the contracting parties 
and subjects.

China Law & Reference http://law.wkinfo.com.cn

China Law & Reference merges a carefully researched online legal database with Wolters Kluwer’s acclaimed 
international legal resources. The powerful intuitive search function combined with the unrivaled content 
coverage allows for easy searching of relevant legislation, cases, commentary, treaties, breaking news and 
industry trends.
The bilingual database provides detailed, in-depth analysis that helps the practitioner.

Cases
Cases - Include judgment judgments handed down by third-level 
courts in 31 provinces, cities and autonomous regions of 
Mainland China, cover the entire trial process and civil, criminal 

Provide in-depth eevaluation of judges, lawyers and other 
professionals for some typical cases and selected cases, help 
users sort out case ideas and quickly grasp the key points of 
case trials. Content is highly correlated with judgments and 
regulations.

The documents include judgments, rulings, decisions, media-
tions and other documents; It includes the judgment documents 
promulgated by the Supreme People's Court, the local third-lev-
el courts and special courts; the total amount of documents 
exceed 71 million; the cases also provide the full text of relevant 
regulations.

Administrative Penalty Cases - The administrative punishment 
case library contains more than 5.22 million cases and is divided 
into subjects, penalty agencies, penalty objects, regions, etc. 
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COMPLIANCE MODULES ON PRACTICE



Outbound Investment Module:
 “走出去 Going Out” is a comprehensive procedural guide, 
tailored to meet the needs of real overseas investors.

Anti-monopoly Module: 
Anti-offensive one-stop compliance solution, anti-monopoly 
experts by your side.

Anti-bribery Module:
Anti-bribery Panorama Expert. Professional, Practical, 
Compliance.

Labor Law Module: 
Consolidate professional insight and comprehensively solve 
the problem of labor law compliance.

Cybersecurity Module: 
Insight into the essence of network security, strong support 
for network security and data compliance issues.

Tax Law Module:
Insight into tax law compliance points, solutions for optimi-
zation problems.

Financial Compliance Module: 
Focused, intelligent, multi-disciplinary, professional support 
for financial compliance.

State-owned Enterprise Compliance Management Platform: 
Abundant professional information related to SOEs’ 
compliance management, safeguarding the compliance 
operation of SOEs.

Intellectual Property Vertical:
Focus on the important areas of intellectual property, such 
as Patent, Copyright,Trademark and Unfair Competition, 
collect latest information, offer solutions for practical 
problems.

Compliance Modules On Practice

Commentaries
Practical Guides - As another column exclusive to Wolters 
Kluwer, it is composed of well-structured and up-to-date 
Chinese and English monographs which include comments on 
law and regulations, abundant cases, document models, laws 
templates, practical experience and expert suggestions. 

Covers corporate law, foreign investments, intellectual 
property rights, anti-monopoly and other fields and is 
compiled by experts from top firms such as King& Wood, 
Junhe, Deloitte and PwC.
Special Focus - Centering on 200+ hot legal topics, it offers 
in-depth analysis (constantly updated) and systemizes laws 
and regulations, practical guides and expert comments 
profoundly.

Professional Articles - 20,000+ expert articles, regulatory 
comparisons and advisory reports are written by professional 
consulting agencies. The method of searching is very straight-
forward.

Law express
The bilingual daily news covers legal and regulatory update 
and case headnotes, provides legal frontier information and 
in-depth review in real-time, and involves labour law, 
contract law, company governance, intellectual property, 
accounting standards, foreign exchange, and customs. 
The biweekly newsletter summarizes essence information 
fortnightly.
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Ad Checker - Ad Checker is an online smart tool for compli-
ance review of copy advertising. By submitting an ad copy, 
users can automatically conduct an online review and get 
compliance risk prompts instantly.

The risk warning includes the legal basis of the compliance 
risk point, the relevant administrative cases involved, and 
other risk points that the advertising law experts advise to 
pay attention to. The tool can save a lot of manual copy 
review time, save the cost of studying different industry 
differences, and provide real punishment cases as a 
reference.

Tools
Templates - Gather officially released demonstrative 
contracts and document templates. 
The professional specimen contracts are provided by experts 
and lawyers with key clauses analysis from a unique 
perspective.
Smart Charts
A) Query for Administrative Approval Items of Various

Departments under the State Council (Enterprise-Oriented)
B) Content Index for Reference and Guide to Civil Trial
C) Query Table for New Court Case Numbers
D) Reminders of Compliance Risks in Corporate Operation

(Market Supervision)
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